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Abstract. We consider under the assumption P # NP questions concerning the structure of the 
lattice of NP sets together with the sublattice P. We show that two questions which are slightly 
more complex than the known splitting properties of this lattice cannot be settled by arguments 
which relativize. The two questions which we consider are whether every infinite NP set contains 
an infinite P subset and whether there exists an NP-simple set. We construct several oracles, all 
of which make P# NP, and which in addition make the above-mentioned statements either true 
or false. In particular we give a positive ar_Liwer to the question, raised by Bennett and Gill 
i 1981). whether an oracle B exists making PH# NPR and such that every infinite set in NP’ has 
an infinite subset in PR. The constructions of the oracles are finite injury priority arguments. . 
1. Introduction 
Very few properties of the collection of NP sets are known. The central problems 
of complexity theory having to do with NP, e.g., whether P = NP or NP= co-P, 
have yet to be solved. One approach which has yielded a number of interesting 
results has been to study the structure of NP under the assumption that P#NP. 
Such results are of interest not only because it is widely believed that P f NP but 
as well because one might hope to shed some light on the central problems 
themselves by seeing what these assumptions entail. 
In this paper we consider questions about the lattice of NP sets (where set- 
theoretic union and intersection are the lattice operations), together wi.h the 
sublattice P, under the assumption PZ NP. One aspect of this lattice which has 
been studied are its splitting properties (see Ladner [6]). Probably the strongest 
results here is that of Breitbart [4]. He shows. that for every recursive infinite, 
coinfinite set A there is a set B recognizable ill real time and log space wh:ch splits 
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A (i.e., each of A n & A n & A’ n B, 2 n B is infinite). This implies that every infinite 
set in NP or co-NP can be split into two infinite sets of the same class. Thus there 
are for example no maximal elements in the lattice of NP sets mod finite sets. I 
We consider here two further properties of NP sets; whether there are any sim/ple 
sets in NP and whether every infinite set ccntains an infinite subset in P. An 
NP-simple set is a coinfinite set in NP whose complement contains no infinite FP 
sets. As is the case with maximal sets, simple sets are the ones whose complements 
are in some sense small. Hence, once the question of maximal sets is settled, ii is 
natural to look for NP-simple sets. We show that any answer to this question does 
not relativize. That is, we construct oracles relative to which P f NP and for wh% ch 
the statement that NP-simple set exist is true respectively false. 
A P-immune set is an infinite set which contains no infinite subset in P. The 
problem of whether there exists a P-immune set in NP is of some practical interest 
as it is useful to have a practically computable approximation to a set in NP. In 
[3] Bennett and Gill show that, with probability one, for an oracle A there is an 
infinite set in NPA which has no infinite subset in PA. Further they ask whether an 
oracle B exists such that PB f NPB and every infinite set in NP’ contains an infinite 
subset in P’. We answer this question affirmatively. Hence, any argument which 
solves under the assumption P f NP the problem of whether any infinite NP set 
contains an infinite subset in P does not relativize. 
These considerations are somewhat analogous to the study of the lattices of 
recursively enumerable and recursive sets. This study has led to the discovery of 
significant new constructions in recursion theory. The questions concerning the 
lattice of r.e. sets corresponding to those which we ask about NP sets are easily 
answered. Pt almost immediately follows from the defr liti4>ns that every infinite 
recursively enumerable set contains an infinite recursive subset. Constructions of 
various types of simple sets are ubiquitous in recursion iheory (see Soare [7]L 
The methods of constructing oracles in this paper a&n general more complex 
than those which have previously been used for this purpose (see [l] or [Z]). The 
constructions are (with the exception of Theorem 3.1) finite injury priority argu- 
ments. The oracles that are constructed in Theorems 3.1,4.2 and 4.5 are recurs& 
sets; the oracle in The&em 3.2 is recursively enumerable. 
We expect that with further. more sophisticated constructions of oracles along 
the lines of this paper one will be able to show as well that even under the assumption 
P * NP some immediate questions about P-degrees of sets in NP cannot be answered 
by using arguments that relativize (e.g. recursion theoreticlarguments). 
In the next section we present the main definitions and notations. Section 3 
contains the construction of an A s.t. NPr’ = co-NPA and some infinite set in NP” 
contains no infinite subset in PA and of an oracle A such that an NP”-simple set 
exists. Section 3 contains the construction of an oracle B such that P* f NPR and 
evct-y infinite set in NP” contains an infinite subset in P’. Finally, this same method 
is used to construct a B with PH # NP” such that no NPR-simple set exists. In 
Scctirm 5 wt’ indicate that the previous arguments can also be used to show that 
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the existence of P-universal sets in NP is independent from the assumption P # NP 
(in the same sense as above). 
2. Definitions 
We consider computations on oracle Turing machines. Without loss of generality 
we assume that the tape alphabet of our machine:; is C = (0, 1). Our languages will 
be subsets of C* = {finite strings from alphabet 2). 
We fix enumerations {pi}iE~ and {Ni}iE N (!+J denotes the natural numbers) of 
polynomial-time bounded deterministic respectively non-deterministic oracle Tur- 
ing machines. We may assume that pi(n) = i + n i is a strict upper bound on the 
length of any computation by Pi or Ni with any oracle X on inputs of length YE. Px 
and N;? denote oracle Turing machines using oracle X. We also write Pf for the 
set {cu EC* /machine Pr accepts (Y (i.e., machine Px gives output 0 on input (Y)}. 
Similarly we write Nf for the set {cu EZ*( Nx accepts au}. Px is the collection of 
all the sets PT, i E IV. NPX is the collection of all sets NT, i E &I. For a more complete 
account of these definitions see [S]. 
For any strjng s, sp2 is s concatenated with itself n times. We use the notation 
1.1 to denote both the length of a string and the cardinality of a set, depending on 
the context. Finally, we will make use of a recursive paring function (. , a> on the 
integers. We require that the pairing function be one-one and, for a fixed first 
argument, be strictly monotonic in its second argument. 
3. Oracles relative to which P-immune and NP-simple sets exist 
Bennett and Gill [3] have already shown that, with probability one, for a random 
oracle A there is an infinite set in NPA which has no infinite subset in PA and 
NP” f co-NP”. 
We show here that one can as well directly construct a recursive oracle A s.t 
some set in NP” has no infinite subset in PA. The k*orresponding requirements R: 
make it necessary to restrain many elements from A (in general infinitely many 
for one R,). Therefore the construction is most interesting if one combines these 
with other requirements that make NPA = co-WA, which require an enumeration 
of a great number of elements into A. There occur no injuries of requirements in 
this construction. 
Theorem 3.1. There is a recursize oracle A 5.:. some infinite set in NPA has ~0 
infir& wbset in P” and s.t. NPA = co-NPn. 
Proof. Jn order to construct A s.t. some set in NPA has no infinite subset in PA it 
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is enough to make 
M={OkIkENand3aEX* (/al=k~a~A)) 
infinite and to satisfy for every i E N the requirement 
Ri:PAn{OkIkEmr}infinite + Pp $5 A4 
(it is obvious that A&Z NP*). 
.&cording to Baker, Gill and Solovay [l] it is sufficient to make sure that the 
complement of 
K(A ) = {(i, a, @‘>I some computation of IV: accepts ct’ in fewer than 12 steps} 
is an NPA in order to make NPA = co-NP” (K(A) is polynomial complete in NP>‘). 
Constmction 
Stl~g~ k. Let Ai; be the set of elements that are already in A at the beginning 
of stage k. 
For every i s Ak s-t. pi(k ) < 2”” we restrain all strings of length Sk from A that 
are not in Ak arid that are queried in the computation of p^h on input Ok. Further, 
if for one of these i, R, has not yet received attention and PFk accepts 0”. we 
resirain all strings of length k from A (and thus make 0” & M). We then say that 
R, receives attention at stage k. 
Finall!r for every string cx & K(Ak ) s.t. there is a string @ of length k s.t. /3 continues 
the string CY, p is not restrained from A , 2ju ) < IpI 2. 4ict 1 and (3 has a 1 in position 
+k. +- 1 and 0 at positions 10 i + 2, . . , , 2jti 1, wt enumerate (3 in A. (Then we can ; 
recover IY from the code p by taking the first half of string (5 and stripping off the 
1 and alI O’s at the end of the first half.1 
We irct note that there is some k,, s.t. for all k 2 k,, at tnost 2’ ’ strings of length 
k arc restrained from A via the first clause. The effect of this tirst restraint clause 
k. that if some P ;’ accepts infinitely many Ok, thon there are infinitely many k s.t. 
P:l- xcepts 0”. Therefore R, recei~s attention at some stage and thus we had 
P:’ ;t Al. 
Further :m ex+ calculation shows that for all strings (k we have (Y $ K ~4 ) iti 
thcrC is some p in -4 with a relation to (1 as in the construction. We use here that 
xt no more th;iil ik many of the tirst k stases all strings of length k x-t‘ rcstraincd 
i ia the second clause. Therefore ,V* .- K i A \ E NP”. 
%tc that in this ck)nstruction WC cannot always place for C-I & 0-4) a code /3 of 
Icngth 2 rt in A :is in [ 11 hxwit‘ of the strong restraint of the rtiquircments R,. 
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Proof. For any oracle A the set 
M={O’~kNand3aL?C* (lal=l~~A)) 
is obviously in NP*. 
We construct A in such a way that for every i E N the requirement 
Ri:Nf n{O’lkN}infinite + N? nM#(b 
and for every n E N the requirement 
S, : I(/’ IA contains no string of length f’}l 3 n 
is satisfied. This will immediately imply that 
S=MLJ{CIEX*)CX isnotoftheformO’,kN) 
is a simple set in NP”. 
There are obvious conflicts between the requirements Rj, which want to add 
elements to the ser. A, and the requirements S,, which want to keep elements out 
of A. These confl&ts are settled by assigning priorities to all requirements. We 
only allow that action for the sake of Ri injures S, (by changing the set of the first 
II lengths 1’ s.t. no string of length I’ is in A j if i <n, i.e., if Ri has higher priority 
than S,,. 
Construction. We say that requirement 8!i is satisfied at the beginning of stage k 
if there is a stage k ’ r: k s.t. Ri received attention at stage k’ and no string that was 
restrained from A for Ri at stage k’ has so far been enumerated into A. 
We write Ak for the set of elements that have been enumerated into A by the 
beginning of stage k. 
Stage k. Check whether some is k exists s.t. Ri is not satisfied and there are 
I c k, cy E E* with )cy j = I and an accepting computation of NAk on input 0’ so that 
string CY is not queried in this computation and such that cy has not been restrained 
from A for some Riq with i’< i and 
/{I’ < I j Ak contains no string of length /‘}I 2 i. 
If such i, I, a exist, we choose i minimal and (I, a) minimal for this i. We then say 
that Ri receives itttention at stage k, We enumerate Q! in A and restrair; from A 
for R, all strings in C* - Ak which are queried in one canonically chosen accepti: .g 
computation of Ph on input 0’ in which cy is not queried. 
A trivial induction on i shows that every requirement Rj receives attention at 
only finitely many stages (note that R, can only receive attention at stages kl and 
k? with k 1 < kz if there exists some if< i s.t. .Ri, receives attention at some stage 
k’ with k, < k’ < k& This already implies that every requirement S,, is satisfied 
because S,, can only be injured at a stage k if some Pi with i < n receives attention 
:jt stage k. Thus (0’ / I E N} --Ad is infinite. 
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Lemma 3.3. For every i E N 
NA n{O'llE N} infinite + NA n&Z $0. 
Proof. Assume that Np n {O’ ! I E N} is infinite. Choose 0’ E NF s.t. 
I{/‘< I IA contains no string of length Z’}l 2 i, 
no string of length I is ever restrained from A for an Rip with i’< i and some 
accepting computation of Nf on input 0’ does not query every string of length I 
(the latter holds as soon as pi(l) < 2’). 
Choose k!, s.t. no Ril with i’ s i receives attention at a stage MO. Then requirement 
R, is permanently satisfied from stage k,, on because otherwise the existence of I 
with the properties above guarantees that Ri receives attention after stage ko. Thus 
NA d!#0. 
4. Oracles relative to which no P-immune or NP-simple sets exist 
l”heorem 4.1. Tc2ere is an oracle B s.t. P” f NP’ ami s.t. every infinite set in NP’ 
has an infinite subset in P’. 
Proof. We construct an oracle B and for every i E N a deterministic oracle Turing 
machine 0, such that 
QkNf and NY infinite + Q? infinite. 
We define 
Q:-{CYE 2* 1 ti,rt E B} 
where t,,cg E 2‘” is a ‘test string’ which is associated with cy defined by ti.tu = a 1o’lC)“, 
where rt = ICY /+ i + 2 + pI (Ia 1) (p, is the polynomial which bounds the running time 
of Ni). 
Obviously for every i E N there is a deterministic Turing machine which runs in 
polynomial time and which produces for input cy the output ti,tr. Therefore 0; E PR 
for every B C_ z’*. 
The test strings t,.,, are chosf:n in such a way that the nondeterminsitic ma.Sne 
.V, cannot query the oracle abour string I,,,, during a computation on input cy (because 
ill.,* I z-*p,(/cri,). Further the function 
is one-one. Finally wt’ observe that for every I E I!4 the set 
F/ = {fl ~1”: ) [pi = I and the last [$I -4 t ements of the string p are not all O’s) 
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does not contain any string of the form fi,,. Further Fl has at least (2r1’2’ - 1) many 
elements :tnd thus the function 
majorizes every polynomial after a while. 
We defile a set ME NP* by 
A4 ={O’IkN and F,nB #a}. 
For every J’ E N we have a requirement 
If all the requirements Si are satisfied we have Mg P*. 
We have to satisfy in addition for all i a 0, t[ > 0 the requirements 
Ri ,, : NY infinite + IQ”1 2~. . 
We assign pri lrity (i, 0) to requirement Si and priority (i, n) to requirement Ri,,,. 
Following the usual convention we say that requirement T’ has higher priority than 
requirement T if (priority 0: T’) < (priority of T). 
In the following constructIon of oracle B we sometimes try to satify Sj at a certain 
stage of the construction and later we see that we have to sacrifice this attempt in 
order to satisfy a requirement of higher priority than Si. Nevertheless we will be 
able to satisfy every requirement Sj because it can be injured only finitely often 
(at most once by every requirement Ri_,, of higher priority than Si>. Thus we just 
have to be persistent enough in our attempts to satisfy Sj. 
It will be obvious that the constructed oracle B is recursive because we enumerate 
the strings in B in the order of their length. 
Construction. We say that requirement Si is satisfied at the beginning of stage k 
(k E N) if there is a stage k’< k where Si received attention and s.t. no string that 
was restrained from B at stage k’ for S8 has so far been enumerated into B. 
We say that requirement Ri.,, is satisfied at the beginning of stage k if there is a 
stage k’< k where R,,,, received attention. 
SUQ~J k. Let Bk be the set-of elements that are already in B at the beginning of 
stage k. Define 
Ik = max[(k)u (lengths of all strings that are in Bk or that hav: btcn 
restrained from B at previous stages}] + 1. 
Choose J’ minimal s.t. Sj is not satisfied and pi(Z) < IFtkl. 
C~CJ 1. There is a requirement Ri,n of higher priority thar: Sj which is not satisfied 
and there is a string cy s.t. cy E Nfk, Iti,, 1 s Ik, fi,a has not been restrained from B for 
a requirement of higher priority than Rim,, and 
/f,,c, 1 > max{l@ I I P E Bk 1. 
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We choose R,,, and (Y with these groperties s.t. Ri.n has the highest possible 
priority and enumerate rim, in B. We say that RI,, receives attention at stage k. 
C&e 2. Otherwise. 
In this case Sj receives attention at stage k. We restrain for requirement §j all 
strings from B about which the oracle is queried during the compuation of Pp on 
input 0% Further, if PF does not accept O**, we enumerate the alphabetically first 
string@ E Flk into B s.t. @ is not restrained from B for requirement Sja If Pyk accepts 
c)‘&, we restrain all strings in Fik from B for Sk 
Pro& ‘We first note that every requirement Ri,, receives attention at most once 
during the construction. Further, a requirement Sj caa! only receive attention at 
stages kl, kz with k 1 -L k2 if some Ri,,, with (i, n) < (j, 0) receives attention at some 
stage k ’ with k I < k ’ (: kz. Therefore, every requirement Sj oniy finitely often receives 
attention during the construction. 
Fix some j E IN. In order to prove that M # P$ we consider a large enough stage 
k st. na requirement of priority G (j, 0) i*ect.Gves attention at any stage 3 k and 
such that p,(lr, )< IFi, 1. The9 Si is satisfied at i_he beginning of stage k because 
atherwisc some requirement of priority s (j, 0) would receive attention at stage k. 
Therefore, there is a stage k’ < k where Sj received attention and s.t. no string that 
was restrained from B at stage k’ for Sj has been enumerated into B by the 
beginning of stage k. By the choice of k none of these restrained strings is 
enumerated into B at any stage LZ k (because no Ri,,, of higher priority than Sj 
rcccives attention at any stage 6 2 k ). This implies that P,? accepts 0’“’ iff Pyh 
sicccpts 0” iff 0’” fz M. 
Proof. We phCe a string ti,c# in B at stage E, only if some requirement Ri,, receives 
attention at stage k. In this case we have IY E NFk and therefore as well cy E NP 
ht’t‘at~s~ only strings of letigth ail,., 1 )p& 1) are enumerated into B at stages ak 
ad the machine A’, cannr-t -2uerv its oracle ahout such long strings during ai 
L-crmputation on input cr. Thus Qn E NY. 
.+\lssumi: that X,” is infinite. We show that, for every rz E IQ, requirement Ri,n 
rekvcs attention at some stage. This implies that 0: is infinite because at every 
stage where some requirement R,.,, receives attention we create a new element in 
Of’. Thus WC’ fix some II E M. We choose some cy E NY s.t. only strings of !ength 
arc restrained from B for requirements of priority c (i, n) during the 
ctrucfion and 5.t. at the first stage k where a string of length 3 It,.,,\ is enumerated 
uircmcnt of priority 2 (i. tj > receive:, attention. Since for this k only 
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elements of length 2 I&a 1 >pi( Ia I) are enumerated into B at stages 2 k, we have 
a! ENB,. Further, since a string of length a Iti,aI is enumerated into B at stage k, 
we have 1ri.a 1 G lk. Therefore, Ri,n receives attention at this stage k unless it has 
already received attention at some previous stage. 
CorcPllary 4.4. Arguments that remain valid under relativization are not sufficient 
to prove that 
P#NP 3 every infinite set in NP contains an infinite subset in P 
Or 
Pf7VP + not every infinite set in NP contains an infinite subsclt in P. 
Proof. For the first statement, consider the oracle of Theorem 3.1. 
For the second statement, consider the oracle of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.5. There is an oracle B s.t. NPB # co-NPB and every infinite set in 
NP* u co-NPB has an irzfinite subset in PB. 
Proof. The construction of the desired oracle is an inessential extension of the 
construction in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We now have to make sure that 
is not in co-NP? Thus, if requirement Sj receives attention at stage k, we make 
Flk n B f 8 iff 0’” E NY”. If 0’” E Nyk, restrain for Sj all strings from B which are 
queried in the least accepting computation of NFk on input Olk. On the other hand, 
if 0’” EZ N,Fk, restrain from B all strings queried by any computation of NY on input 
O’k. 
Besides the sets QF 5 NB one builds infinite subsets 0: in PR for every infinite 
set (E* -NY) in co-NP? We take ‘test strings’ (_., that are different from the ti~.tr~ 
and we define 
@ = {CY I;,, c, B). 
If requirement 
di,,, :X*--LV~ infinite + I(jv/2H 
receives attention at stage k, we place some [,n in B with cy & Ni Rk. As before we 
then have CY GZ NF because only strings of length ,i- /f7.LyI >p&j) are enumerated in 
B at stages 2 k. 
Corotlary 4.6. Arguments that rernairl valid under rekativization are not suficierlt 
to prove that 
P f NP + tlicre exists alit NP-simph set in the lattice of sets in NP 
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or 
P f NP + there exists no NP-simple set in the lattice of sets in NF? 
EWof. For the first statement consider the oracle of Theorem 4.5. 
For the second statement consider the oracle of Theorem 3.2. 
3. P-oniversal sets in NP 
The methods of the previous sections can be applied to other questions. Call a 
set U PA-universal if
The question of whether there exists a set U in NP which is P-universal is open. 
The existence of such a set would imply that the use of nondeterminism in 
polynomial time computations allows one to compute all sets in P with the fixed 
polynomial time bound of the set U in NP. The analogy with recursion theory 
gests the existence of P-universal sets in NP. Many computer scientists believe 
the apposite is true. 
?k nrethod of Theorem 3.1 can be used to show the following tkorem. 
Theorem 5.1. IThere is a recursiz(e oracle A such that PA f NP* and there is a 
PA-unkersal set in NP*. 
On the other hand, we have the following theorem. 
Thesl;-~~: J*E. There is a recursit’e oracle B such that PB f NPB and there is no 
P%mkersal set in NP? 
Proof. The construction is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Besides 
the usual set 1M, which witnesses that NPB # PB, for every set IV; in NPB a set @ 
in PH is constructed such that Vy 5~ ((y, cu) E IV: ;-) cy & 0:). 
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